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Congratulations on your forthcoming wedding!
It's an exciting time but we all know it can be a bit stressful and nowadays
certainly a costly experience. The good news for you is that I disagree with
the huge expense of weddings and whilst remaining professional I should be
able to reduce some of the associated stress as well.
Choosing a photographer for a wedding is a difficult task; so I shall not try and
convince you that I am better or smarter than other photographers, nor can I
turn rain into sunshine for your special day; however, if you are looking for a
relaxed, personal touch to your wedding, whilst ensuring that things stay
organised enough to obtain the key photos you desire then we are both
seeking the same goal.
Before the wedding, I will meet with you for an initial free consultation at either
your home or in an environment that you feel most comfortable. We will have
time to get to know each other, ensure any specific requirements are
discussed and to generally plan the photographs and photographic style you
are looking for.
If you choose to go ahead, then, in all cases; I ask for a £100 non
refundable deposit to hold the date and the balanced paid for the
selected plan within thirty days of the ceremony.
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Below are the key packages that are offered; however, if they do not meet
your specific needs then please discuss with me, as this is your day and I will
be as flexible as needed in order to fit in with your ideas.

Bronze Package

A great value way to share the memories of the church / registry office and
formal photos with your loved ones.

Overview
Delivering a truly great value package, aimed specifically to cover the most
important elements of your special day.

What's included
I will arrive at the wedding location early to ensure we have a good chance to
photograph the guests in an informal manner as they arrive.
Photographs will be taken to cover the arrival of the bride, walking down the
aisle and the overall scene before the vows.
Photography will include informal/discreet shots during the ceremony and exit
from the venue.
Outside and/or at the reception venue we will have the opportunity to obtain
formal photos that you have requested, as well as a number of informal and
creative moments, including images of the Bride & Groom leaving the venue.
How much & what do I get?
An overview of the options for how the photographs can be presented and a
pricelist is available at the end of this leaflet.
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Silver Package

For those couples that wish to have memories of the church / registry office
and formal photos, and also want to include either the brides house before the
wedding or, the initial wedding breakfast including a setup cutting of the cake
and "table shots."

Overview
Arriving at the bride’s house about an hour before bride needs to leave, giving
plenty of time to take candid photographs in the home setting. Photographs
will also be included of the bridal car leaving the home. (Included if the Brides
house option is chosen).

What's included
When arriving at the wedding location photographs will be taken of the guests
in a relaxed and informal manner as they await the entry of the bride.
Photographs will be taken to cover walking down the aisle and the overall
scene before the vows.
Photography will include informal/discreet shots during ceremony, signing of
the register and exit from the venue.
Following the ceremony, we will have the opportunity to obtain formal in line
with the requirements you have, as well as a number of informal and creative
moments, including images of Bride & Groom leaving the venue
If the Wedding Breakfast option is chosen, then we can obtain more
photographs, formal if you wish, at the reception venue; then a "setup" photo
of cutting of the cake before the wedding breakfast followed by "table shots"
completes the photography.
How much & what do I get?
An overview of the options for how the photographs can be presented and a
pricelist is available at the end of this leaflet.
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Gold Package

The extended package, including brides house before the wedding, church /
registry office and formal photos; followed by the wedding breakfast, "table
shots", more informal reportage, speeches and finally cutting of the cake

Overview
For those couples that wish to record memories of not only the church /
register office and formal photos, but also want to include the brides house
before the wedding, the wedding breakfast including speeches and cutting the
cake.
What's included
Arriving at the bride’s house about an hour before bride needs to leave, giving
plenty of time to take candid photographs in the home setting. Photographs
will also be included of the bridal car leaving the home.
When arriving at the wedding location photographs will be taken of the guests
in a relaxed reportage manner as they await the entry of the bride.
Photographs will be taken to cover walking down the aisle and the overall
scene before the vows.
Photography will include informal/discreet shots during ceremony, signing of
the register and exit from the venue.
Outside and/or at the reception venue we will have the opportunity to obtain
formal photos in line with the requirements you have, as well as a number of
informal and creative moments, including images of Bride & Groom leaving
the venue.
We continue with a "setup" photo of cutting of the cake before the wedding
breakfast followed by "table shots", informal reportage & accessory detail
photography during the course of the meal.
The speeches and the actual cutting of the cake completes the photography.
How much & what do I get?
An overview of the options for how the photographs can be presented and a
pricelist is available at the end of this leaflet.
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Platinum Package

The ultimate wedding package, arriving as early as you want at the bride’s
house, capturing the entire day right through and including evening events. A
completely comprehensive set of photographs for the full memories.

Overview
For those couples that wish to have memories of the entire day, from
beginning to end.
What's included
Arriving at the bride’s house as early as required. This is a personal decision,
but at least an hour before bride needs to leave, giving plenty of time to take
candid photographs in the home setting. Photographs will also be included of
the bridal car leaving the home.
When arriving at the wedding location photographs will be taken of the guests
in a relaxed reportage manner as they await the entry of the bride.
Photographs will be taken to cover walking down the aisle and the overall
scene before the vows.
Photography will include informal/discreet shots during ceremony, signing of
the register and exit from the venue.
Outside and/or at the reception venue we will have the opportunity to obtain
formal photos in line with the requirements you have, as well as a number of
informal and creative moments, including images of Bride and Groom leaving
the venue.
A "setup" photo of cutting of the cake before the wedding breakfast followed
by "table shots" and informal reportage during the course of the meal.
The speeches and the actual cutting of the cake is then followed by the first
dance and finally the evening event including any buffet, evening guests &
music.
A full day of memories is captured.
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How much & what do I get?
An overview of the options for how the photographs can be presented and a
pricelist is available at the end of this leaflet.
Package

Price

Presentation Options
Wedding Album
/

Minimum Number of Photos
in Album Photobook

Photobook

DVD – HiRes
Edited Images
(Additional
extra)

Bronze

£600

35-60 Images

£200

The number of images included will
be at least 35.

Silver

£800

60-90 Images

£250

The number of images included will
be at least 60.

Gold

£1,000

90+ Images

£300

The number of images included will
be at least 90

Platinum

£1,200

150+ Images

£350

The number of images included will
be at least 150

Note:
Number of images varies greatly, indicated quantities are approximate minimums
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Packages At A Glance
So many packages from so many photographers. It's a nightmare that we are
all most likely going to have to deal with at some stage in our lives but what
we want to do is be as clear and upfront as possible to help you make the
most informed decision possible. That's why we've put together the details of
all our packages on just one page, so that you can choose the most
appropriate package for your needs, whether that be the entire day or just the
ceremony itself.
Package

Brides
House

Bronze

Ceremony

Formal
Photographs

Yes

Yes

Cutting
Cake &
Table
Shots

Dinner &
Speeches

Silver

Option

Yes

Yes

Option*

Gold

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Platinum

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

First
Dance &
Evening
Event

Yes

* A setup of the cutting of the cake is used, not the actual cutting which generally happens after the
speeches
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